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GOP BUDGET A WASTED OPPORTUNITY  

 
MADISON, Wis. – Earlier today, the Wisconsin State Assembly passed the biennial state budget 
bill (AB68). The bill was a product of the Republican-controlled Joint Finance Committee (JFC) 
and made several changes and significant cuts to Governor Evers’ originally proposed budget 
priorities. The JFC and Republican leadership rejected federal funds, cut education funding and 
missed several opportunities to invest state revenue to work for taxpayers and their families. In 
response, Representative Sondy Pope gave the following statement: 
 
“Perhaps what is most notable about this GOP-crafted budget is not what is in it, but what is 
not.  Education funding has been inadequate for the last decade and the latest revenue 
projections gave us a golden opportunity to set our school districts up for real progress and 
success. Governor Evers’ proposed budget offered so much more in terms of funds that could 
actually be spent in classrooms, and a special education reimbursement rate that would have 
given districts much more flexibility to hire more teachers and offer additional programming. 
Unsurprisingly, Republican leadership has once again prioritized their obsession with 
obstructing the governor over the best interests of our children.” 
 
“Taxpayers sent us here to invest in their priorities and to help Wisconsin prosper and grow. 
They did not elect us to take their hard-earned money and let it sit in a rainy-day fund. So 
much more could have been done with the resources available. In addition, Republicans again 
refused to accept the Medicaid expansion, which would have added hundreds of millions in 
additional revenue while extending healthcare coverage to 90,000 more Wisconsinites. This 
budget is a collection of missed opportunities and misplaced priorities. Wisconsin’s future will 
be much brighter if the GOP can someday let go of their obsession of total power and 
control.”  
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